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The Noble Oaths Swear again your allegiance to your Court; take up your knightâ€™s banner and
badge once more. The ties between us shall be renewed, and the old oaths fulfilled. We all stand
together in summer, the season of war. A Character Book for Changeling: The Lostâ„¢ â€¢ A
detailed look at freeholds, how they operate and how to create particularly vivid settings for a
chronicle â€¢ Information on the four seasonal Great Courts, from rituals and customs to their
magical arsenal of powers â€¢ A host of new Entitlements, from bold knights to cun-ning courtiers
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The fourth book in White-Wolf's Changeling: the Lost gameline, Lords of Summer gives a look at the
courtly intrigues of the Changelings. At long last, we get to see how freeholds operate (and come
into conflict with one another) and, more importantly, the way that the Court structure comes up.
Each of the four Seasonal Courts gets a write up in this book, giving background on their
philosophies, lifestyles and recruitment, from the fear-mongering mystics of the Autumn Court to the
wild revelry of the Spring Court to the hidden secrets of the Winter Court to the brutal warrior ways
of the Summer Court, each one is examined. Not only that, we also learn more about the various
rituals practiced by the different courts, the reasons behind their favored emotions and how that
colors their perceptions, and perhaps most importantly, the various titles used by the Courts, and
their roles.However, lest you go thinking this is just a book of politics, war and Changeling rites, it
also has a fair amount of crunch. Each of the Courts gets a new, thematic Contract list, and a new

Entitlement, and the whole second half of the book is full of them. The Contracts were actually fairly
nice, especially Verdant Spring (which focuses on Spring's association with passion) and
Spellbound Autumn (focusing on Autumn's role a Fae magicians). All in all theres about a dozen of
them, ranging from the Lord Sages of the Unknown Reaches (who study other supernaturals) to the
Magi of the Gilded Thorn (Autumn Courtiers who explore the Hedge) to the Eternal Echoes (who
record the experiences of Changelings) to the Guild of the Goldspinners (literally money-makers) to
the Lost Pantheon (who seek to become literal Gods) to the Barony of the Lesser Ones (who seek
to dominate Hobgoblins).
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